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The 4π spectrometer FOBOS was proved to be a high-efficiency tool for investigation of the characteristics of multi-body decays of hot heavy nuclei produced in nuclear reactions induced by heavy ions. The time-offlight measurements of charged fragments employing the radio-frequency (RF) signal of the cyclotron U400-M to deduce the START signal require no special START detectors and, hence, the big fraction of the total solid angle is available for particle detection. The lack of the RF signal in experiments aimed at search for the exotic decay modes in spontaneous fission enforces to use an additional START detector. The complicated target station equipped by a START detector shadows a large portion of detector modules making thus no sense to use the whole powerful detection system in such experiments. Therefore, it has been decided to build a simplified facility consisting of several standard FOBOS modules only. The mini-FOBOS setup, a prototype of the FOBOS spectrometer, has been chosen for that purpose. It was exploited mainly to solve various method tasks related to the construction of the FOBOS spectrometer.
The general idea of the modified mini-FOBOS setup (MMF) consists in using a small reaction chamber which can be then unique for each experiment and the basic universal system maintaining the detectors. The special mounting cones are used to joint detectors with the reaction chamber ( Fig. 1, 2 ). Such cones can be used, in particular, to build the high efficiency system joining six modules in the form of 3D-cross. The solid angle of an individual detector module amounts to 0.26 sr meaning flightpath of 50 cm. The reaction chamber of 44 cm in the diameter provides six positions for detector modules at the lab. angles of 65˚, 90˚, 135˚ in the reaction plane (Fig. 1) . The direction of the beam can be reversed increasing thus the number of possible opening angles between the detectors. The optimal flight-path amounts to 50 cm due to a number of reasons, whereas the shortest flight path of ~25 cm is restricted by the construction of the mounting cones.
Depending on demands of the particular experiments additional detectors can easily be installed into the MMF setup (like gammadetectors, neutron-detectors, forward-angle arrays, etc.). In particular, the currently operating universal reaction chamber has two free flanges for additional applications independently of the angles of the arms.
Coupling the MMF spectrometer with the high-efficiency neutron detector is the task of high importance. The possible problem of the MMF is the distortion of the neutron field due to thick metallic constructions. Therefore, we have specially performed simulations of the degree of this distortion. The simulations, however, show that the major distortion is introduced by the concrete floor of the experimental cave; the most of systematical problems seem to be correctable 2) . The main feature of the FOBOS detector modules is the independent measurement of the velocity vector, mass and charge for each fragment registered without any kinematical assumptions on the reaction mechanism. This makes possible precise study of reactions in the most general case -non-binary processes with some missing mass. This main feature has been entirely inherited by MMF. Additionally, the new setup benefits in the transportability: on the contrary to FOBOS locked at its position it can be used at the variety of available beams, furthermore, the MMF can be used as a high-efficient trigger of charged fragments in the frame of another experimental facility.
Concerning the future trends in the developing of the MMF, the following improvements of the detector modules are under consideration: i) Extension of the interval of the fragment charge identification up to Z = 30 at energies about 1 AМeV when Bragg's peak disappears. A method of fragment charge determination using measurements of the track drift time in a uniform electric field 3) is supposed to be adapted in the modern form of obtaining of digital image current pulse and its off-line analysis. ii) Improvements of the energy resolution of BIC up to 1% for 1 AМeV fission fragments. iii) Development of a method of discrimination of the faulty events resulting from scattering of the fragments on the wires and supporting grids. This discrimination is absolutely necessary in the search for the rare events (for example, superasymmetric fission). iv) Providing a simultaneous registration in PSAC of several particles connected with one physical event. It can let as well to construct a low-level trigger with a decision-time of less than microsecond. Basing on the modern multihitting TDC a reconstructed PSAC should be able to detect two fragments intersected by 2 ns interval or 16 fragments with a guarantied interval of 10 ns between every pair of detected fragments.
